8:00 AM
REGISTRATION & CHECK IN

8:30 AM
WELCOME

INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL GUESTS
ANITA LUETKEMEYER
NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA OSTEOPATHIC FOUNDATION

TONYA WAPSKINEH
AMERICAN PRIMARY CARE CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE

DYLAN TUCKER, OUTREACH COORDINATOR

8:40 AM
NAPCCE, CULTURAL ACTIVITY

9:10 AM
DYLAN TUCKER, HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS & RELEASE INTO STATIONS

9:10 AM
STATION 1 (Q&A AT 9:40 AM - 9:45 TRANSITION)

9:50 AM
STATION 2 (Q&A AT 10:20 AM - 10:25 TRANSITION)

10:30 AM
STATION 3 (Q&A AT 11:00 AM - 11:05 TRANSITION)

11:10 AM (RELEASE TO NEXT STATION AT 12:00)
LUNCH | NWOOF PRESENTATION | RECRUITMENT PRESENTATION
STATIONS

12:05 PM  STATION 4 (Q&A AT 12:30 - 12:35 TRANSITION)
12:40 PM  STATION 5 (Q&A AT 1:05 - 1:10 TRANSITION)
1:15 PM  STATION 6 (Q&A AT 1:40 - 1:45 TRANSITION)
1:50 PM  STATION 7 (Q&A AT 2:15 - 2:20 TRANSITION)
2:25 PM  STATION 8 (Q&A AT 2:50 - 2:55 TRANSITION)

3:00 PM
CLOSING

STATIONS and WHERE TO GO NEXT

Airway Management | Clinical Skills Lab
(after station make sure group moves to OMM Lab - 3rd floor)

Survival Scenario | Tandy 171
(after station make sure group moves to Birthing Suite)

Athletic Training | Tandy 351
(after station make sure group moves to 331)

Physician Assistant | Introduction to Medical Equipment | Tandy 331
(after station make sure group goes to 411)

Ultrasound | Birthing/ICU in Sim Center
(after station make sure group moves to ER suite)

Tourniquet Scenario | Tandy 411
(after station make sure group moves to 171)

OMM | OMM Lab
(after station make sure group moves to 351)

Vitals | ER or OR in Sim Center
(after station make sure group moves to Clinical Skills Lab - 2nd floor)